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ABSTRACT
Text Extraction is always a challenging problem in the field of re-
search area. In this paper we developed an algorithm that can be
used to extract text from images. We have studied texture feature
analysis and also successfully retrieve the texture features embed-
ded in an image. We also calculated number of characters in blurred
images. Our algorithm is successfully implemented on many im-
ages that are collected from ICDAR Dataset 2011, ICDAR 2013,
ICDAR 2003 and some images are collected from newspapers, and
digital camera. We used different methods for texture feature ex-
traction. Our algorithm gives more efficiency and extract texture
features as compared with previous studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this project is to extract text from images using different
approaches like edge-based, connected component based, wavelet
based along with some other methods such as application of Otsu
method, Support Vector Machine, Morphological Operation, Seg-
mentation technique, Wavelet transformation techniques. Text em-
bedded in an image contain some information in the form of text,
our aim is to extract those text from images and also calculation of
number of character in text that are embedded in a blurred images.
For our experiment purposes we used ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR
2011 dataset, and ICDAR 2003 dataset. We also compared our ex-
periment results with previous years published papers and we have
fond that our methods gives efficient results as compared with the
data set that are used for text extraction and mentioned in previous
papers. In the field of digital image processing the study of texture
feature extraction is difficult; it is a big and challenging problem.
Extraction of text from images is difficult if the images contains
blurred texts or if the text contains background complexity or low
resolution, then it will be difficult to extract text and calculate the
number of character in the blurred images. In our study we have
worked on images that contain text that is mixed with background.

We successfully extracted text and also calculated characters that
are mixed with background. Printed text on magazine and book
covers are mostly embedded with pictures. Semantic and useful in-
formation [1] may be collected from images, so we need to separate
text strings from images. Various degradations such as blurriness,
low resolution, or uneven lightening, make it difficult to extract
text from images having noise. In this paper, we proposed a hybrid
method for extraction of text that is embedded in images. Text in an
image contain varies properties such as color, edge, size [2]. Figure
below shows the schematic representation of our implementation
in text extraction.

Fig.1. Implementation of Text Extraction methods

2. TEXT EXTRACTION : A SURVEY
Texture feature analysis, text extraction and detection in images are
difficult problem in the field of digital image processing research
area [3]. We did a lot of research and highlighted previous 10 years
papers. We have worked on these fields to get a good result. Canny
edged detector is basically used to get possible text regions but So-
bel edge detector cannot detect possible text regions and the con-
nected component analysis is applied to get the candidate text re-
gions. If image contain background complexity then possibly non
text regions also get collected [4], so we need to remove non text
regions by texture feature analysis. Text extraction method is based
on K-means clustering in HSI color space, Euclidian distance in
RGB color space; Euclidian distance provides good results that rep-
resent color difference measure [5]. Another method that is used
in text detection is connected component that considers the texts in
images as a set of connected components and possess particular ge-
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ometric characteristics which are closely connected to the space of
the surrounding components and its geometric characteristics [8].
Text recognition was mentioned by a text segmentation step which
was followed by OCR algorithm, statistics and language model-
ing. Sunil Kumar et al. [6] proposed a clustering-based technique
for estimating globally matched wavelet filters using a collection
of ground truth images. Fisher classifiers have been used for clas-
sification. S.Audithan and RM. Chandrasekaran [9] proposed that
Haar discrete wavelet transform operation was fastest among all
wavelets. 1 or -1 represents Haar coefficients. Detection of edges,
line feature vector graph was generated based on the edge map and
the stroke information was extracted. Finally the regions that con-
tain text was generated and filtered based on line features. Emanuel
Indermuhle et al. [5] introduced two systems.

3. METHODOLOGY
The project work is implemented on MATLAB2013a version. For
our experiment purposes we used ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR 2011
dataset, and ICDAR 2003 dataset. We used different approaches to
extract text from images. First the image is taken from dataset and
some collected from camera. The taken images is pre-processed,
it undergoes various degradation such as low resolutions, blurri-
ness, lightening. Per-processing is a technique that involves in re-
moving low-frequency background noise, adjusting size of images,
normalizing the intensity of the individual particles images, remov-
ing reflections, and masking portions of images. We need prepro-
cessing technique to enhance dataset images prior to computational
processing. Next step is to convert original rgb images into gray-
scale images. We applied Canny and Sobel edge detection tech-
nique to get the possible text area regions. It is always good to
apply canny detection technique rather than Sobel edge detection
technique; Median is used to remove noises, Gradient Difference
gives text regions of high contrast, Connected Component analysis
gives connectivity, a way of dimension using 3by3 matrix, it con-
sists of 0’s and 1’s; Which is always symmetric about its center, it
is based on spatial coordinates. Next we applied Daubechies DWT
that gives characteristics of textured image, Otsu Method used to
remove non-text regions and at last SVM is used for classification.
Image segmentation is the process of dividing an image into num-
ber of constituent part so that each part can be processed individ-
ually. The purpose is to subdivide an image into meaningful non-
overlapping regions, which would be used for further analysis. It is
hoped that the regions obtained correspond to the physical parts or
objects of a scene (3-D) represented by the image (2-D). We used
SVM to classify text regions from non-text regions. SVM plays an
important role for separating text from non text regions.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The project work is implemented on MATLAB2013a version. For
our experiment purposes we used ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR 2011
dataset, and ICDAR 2003 dataset. We also compared our experi-
ment results with previous years published papers and we have fond
that our methods gives best and most efficient results as compared
with the data set that are used for text extraction and mentioned
in previous papers. For the sake of simplicity we used two images
as shown in figure2 below. At last we used SVM; this is a kind of
large-margin classifier, SVM is used for classification, it is a space
vector based machine learning method, SVM is used to find a deci-
sion boundary between two classes that is maximally far from any
point in the training data. Basically there is no accepted method that
can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the extraction method and

text localization, we use several metrics used by others to facilitate
a meaningful comparison. In our proposed method, we compute the
accuracy of the algorithm output by manually counting the number
of correctly located characters. We also calculated Precision rate
and recall rate. We have tested these images and found that our
method is giving above 95% accuracy. Intensity of an image Y is
given as:

Y= R (.29) + G (.58) + B (.11)

For our experiment we used these picture and extracted text suc-
cessfully. Figure below shows the original picture. One is text with
background and other is blurred.

Fig. 2. Text with complex background

Fig.3. Text with blurred background

After the images have been successfully preprocessed and under-
gone various implementation phase we have got the result as shown
below

Fig. 2(a) Extracted text from image with background

Fig. 3(b) Extracted text from blurred image

Fig. 4(a) Original image taken from ICDAR Dataset

Fig. 4(b) Extracted text from from complex background

The text which is embedded in image is also extracted and the
number of character is also calculated by using the methods below:
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img1=imread(’imageprocessing.jpg’);
imshow (img1)
img1=rgb2gray(img1);
imshow(img1) img2=im2bw(img1,graythresh(imageprocessing));
imshow(img2)
img2= img2;
imshow(img2)
B = bwboundaries(img2);
imshow (img2)
text(10,10,strcat(’\color{green}Objects
Found:’,num2str(length(B))))
hold on
for k = 1: length(B)
boundary = Bk;
plot (boundary (:, 2), boundary(:,1), ’g’, ’LineWidth’, 0.2)
end

Fig. 5. Calculation of number of character in image

Table below shows the extraction of text from images and that
are collected from camera and some are collected from standard
database and the results of experiment conducted in system labora-
tory.

Fig. 6. Table showing the accuracy rate of the extracted text

5. NOISE REMOVAL AND IMAGE
ENHANCEMENT

We use median filter to remove noise. Adaptive Median Filtering
and Wiener2 is used to perform more smoothing of image. It is bet-
ter to use adaptive filter than linear filter because it also preserves
edges and other high-frequency parts of an image.

Fig.7. Adaptive median filter for removing noise

Image enhancement is the process that adjusts digital images so
that the results are more suitable for display or further image anal-
ysis. Figure below shows the Image Enhancement process. Using
histogram equalization technique the contrast of image can be en-
hanced. Histogram equalization distributes pixel values through-
out a range, thus, equalizing and making the histogram more “nor-
mal” shaped. The disadvantage of this approach is that it can en-
hance noise as well. Histogram equalization improves contrast but
not sharpness or other quality metrics. Many of the images have
varying intensity level (read different values of pixel data), which
sometimes makes data (read: objects in images) in the foreground
and background indistinguishable (not clearly visible). The basic
equation of image histogram is given below

J = histeq (I)

Figure below shows the histogram equalization technique of the
contrast of image it can also be enhanced

Fig. 8 Histogram equalization technique of original image

Image is enhanced after being processed of enhancement function
of basic MATLAB function

Fig. 9 Histogram of image after being enhanced

6. PRECISION AND ACCURACY RATE
The results obtained now are more efficient as compared with the
previous results. The experiment gives above 90% precision and
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accuracy rate. We have also calculated the False Negative, False
Positive and Recall rates and found efficient results.

(1) False Negatives (FN): It means it will miss those regions which
are actually text characters, but not detected by the algorithm.

(2) False Positives (FP): False alarms represent those regions
which are not characters of a text, but detected by the algo-
rithm as text.

(3) Recall Rate (r): Ratio of the correctly detected characters to
sum of correctly detected characters plus false negatives.

Recall Rate = correctly detected characters
correctly detected characters + FN

(4) Precision Rate (p): represents ratio of correctly detected charac-
ters to the sum of correctly detected characters plus false positives.
Mathematically we can represent it by a formula as shown below

Precision Rate = correctly detected characters
correctly detected characters + FP

(5) F-score represents harmonic mean (HM) of the recall rate and
precision rates.

F-score = precision . Recall
Precision + Recall

(6) Accuracy Rate: The accuracy of a measurement is how close a
result comes to the true value.

Accuracy Rate = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

Where TP = Total Positive and TN = Total Negative

We have calculated the precision rate and accuracy rate of the tested
images. Table below shows the results Evaluation performance,
Precision Rate, Recall Rate and Accuracy Rate of our experiments
of the tested images

Fig.10 Evaluation performance of tested images

7. FUTURE WORK
We are still working to extract text for hidden area region; text ex-
traction in a cluttered scene, more work should be done on wavelet.
We are working for implementation of CWT operations, filtering
Operations More work should be done on background complex-
ity; automatic cropping of the portion of text embedded in images;
rational devices that guide the reader through; We are trying to im-
plement new method that will give the text string embedded in an
images. We have calculated the number of characters in the text,
embedded in an image.

8. CONCLUSION
The Text Extraction in an image is more and challenging and inter-
esting in research area. We have successfully extracted text embed-
ded in the images, but still there are some issues, we have to work
for future we have done the initial phase of the system like, image
acquisition, conversion to different types and recognition of char-
acters in the images.Our future work will be based on CWT, and
we will try to analyze texture feature for the images with complex
background.
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